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Dennise Kaminski speaks to guests from Circle-K Clubs from across the state. Last
weekend, Clubs from 20 campuses affended the Circle-K convention here at Rose.
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Command assumed
by John Rumberg -
T h e Rose-Hulman/ISU
Reserve Officer Training Corps
(ROTC) held their Assumption
of Command and Fall Awards
Ceremony Thursday, Sept. 15 on
the front lawn.
The Fall Awards Ceremony is
held annually and recognizes
cadets with outstanding achieve-
ments at the ROTC advanced
camp held at Fort Riley,
Kansas. Also honored are MS IV
cadets who have distinguished
themselves throughout their
ROTC studies. It is tradition for
the new Cadet Batallion
Commander to formally assume
command at the ceremony.
Presenting awards at the
ceremony was Major John D.
Spengler. The Distinguished
Military Student Award was
presented to cadets who display
outstanding qualities of leader-
ship, moral character, academic
achievement, and military
aptitude. The RECONDO award
was presented to cadets who
completed training at Fort
Riley. Cadets who were
outstanding in Land Navigation,
Physical Training and Rifle
Marksmanship, ( each of which is
a separate award) received the
Military Proficiency award. The
"300" club award was presented
cade.ts who received perfect
scores on the physical fitness
test.
The following cOets received
awards (number of awards
received is indicated in paren-
thesis): Cadet LtC. Barnes (5),
Cadet 2Lt. Beer (2), Cadet Maj.
Bingle (3), Cadet Capt. Bramer
Board brings Bonds
Rock has changed, but Gary
U.S. Bonds believes that there is
still a place for him. "Some kid
came to me after a recent show
and said he didn't realize rock
could be such fun," says Bonds.
"All he ever did was get high and
listen."
In the wake of his '81 album,
Dedication, and two hit singles,
"This Little Girl" and "Jole'
Blon," Gary has been hailed as a
legend reborn. The early 60's
hitmaker whose trademark had
been the sound of such anthems
as "Quarter to Three" and "New
Orleans" has formed a powerful
musical alliance with Bruce
Springsten and Miami Steve Van
Zandt, which has resulted in
Dedication and, more recently,
On the Line, which includes the
hit "Out of Work."
Twenty-three years ago
America first saw the gravelly-
voiced youth with an outrageous
hairdo and a ridiculous-but-
catchy name (he was born Gary
Anderson).
While touring Europe in early
1962, Bonds had a backup band
whose members names were
Best, Harrison, Lennon and
McCartney. "One of them gave
me a demo tape and asked me to
bring it back to the states for the
record company to hear,"
recalls Bonds. A couple of years
later, the group, with Ringo
Starr replacing Best, made Deo-
forget about native rhytlun and
blues — and Gary U.S. Bonds.
Gary's good fortune caught up
with him about three years ago
during a "subsistance show."
When Bonds found out Bruce Spr-
ingsten had come to the little
club, he invited Springsten up to
play, and the audience went ber-
serk.
Gary recalls that meeting: "He
looked like he was happy to see
me. He asked my guitar player if
he could use his guitar, and he
kicked ass. He was great, man."
They jammed for an hour and
rapped for four more. The
friendship was firm and they
kept in touch. Gary planned to
ask Bruce to collaborate with
him, but Springsten made the
suggestion first. "This Little
Girl," "Your Love," and
"Dedication" are three of Bonds
hits written by Springsten.
The Student Activities Board
is now selling tickets to the 1983
Rose-Hulman Homecoming
concert starring Gary U. S.
Bonds. Tickets are available at
the box office in the Hulman
Union from 8:00 a.m. to 7:00
p.m. Monday through Saturday.
The price is $8.00 for reserved
tickets and $7.00 for general
admission. The concert will be
Oct. 8 at 9:00 p.m. and promises
to be a fantastic show by a very
experienced performer.
(4), Cadet Capt. Cooper (1 ),
Cadet Maj. Drake (4), Cadet Mt.
Frye (2), Cadet lLt. Hazle (1),
Cadet lLt. Inman (4), Cadet
Maj. Leonard (1), Cadet 2Lt.
Lowe (2), Cadet lLt. McDowell
(1), Cadet 2Lt. Richie (1 ), Cadet
Capt. Schaub (2 ), Cadet Mt.
Vandergriff (1 ), and Cadet Capt.
White (1 ). '
Following the presentation of
awards, those cadets completing
specialized training over the
summer were announced.
Twelve cadets at three bases
completed special schools.
C/LtC. Robert D.
Barnes with a saber which
symbolizes strong leadership
during his command.
Grads placed
by Geoffrey I. Lange
A week ago Monday, 18
unplaced graduates returned to
campus for interviews; now 12
work for Cherny Contracting.
Two weeks ago Director of
Placement Bill Sisson attended
the fall meeting of the Midwest
College Placement Conference
in Kansas City. During the four-
day event, placement directors
from midwest universities
discussed problems institutions
have been facing finding work
for graduates.
The main topic was how the
poor economy has all but ended
employment opportunities and
how the universities should
respond to this. Directors agreed
that the economy has been
slowly improving but that no
increase in employment oppor-
tunities will immediately occur
due to an employment produc-
tion lag. This lag has been felt by
heavy equipment corporations
like Caterpillar. Electronics
companies and defense related
businesses have had a relatively
small lag.
At the conference, discussion
included each school's current
placement percentage.
Generally, state schools had only
placed 60-65 percent of their '83
graduates. Rose had placed 90
percent. Sisson felt proud of this
high figure because our place-
ment office maintains contact
with graduates who are actively
seeking employment.
A few weeks before the school
year began, Sisson sent letters to
all 1983 graduates ( about 30) who
he believed were still job
hunting. In the letter, he said
that Rose would arrange for
companies to interview unplaced
'83 graduates if they would
return to campus, and requested
a reply. However, only six
responded to the letter, and only
three said they could attend.
Since only three men were to
be interviewed, only one
company, Cherny Contracting,
was contacted to interview on
Sept. 19. However, on the day of
the interview, 15 additional
graduates showed up. The
administration was first upset
with the 15 for not notifying Rose
that they were going to attend,
but then they were very pleased
by such a good turnout. It was
unfortunate that only the one
company was present because 18
men could have been inter-
viewed by several companies.
Before the interviews were
conducted, President Hulbert
and Dean Lucas talked to the 18
grads as a group. Lucas also
talked to many of the grads
individually and Ron Reeves
held mock interviews with each
grad. Faculty members from
each department spoke to their
respective grads. Sisson also
reviewed each grad's data
sheets. Apparently, all this
preparation was extremely
helpful. Of the 17 of 18 grads who
interviewed Cherny Contracting,
12 were offered jobs.
Sisson said that the seminar
was very useful and successful,
and that the grads created a good
mood and good atmosphere. This
seminar and the letters written
to '83 grads have renewed faith
in Rose's ability to stand behind
its students. In fact, with the
success of the seminar, the
placement office has considered
holding a follow-up seminar for
the remaining unplaced grads —
it is slated for later this quarter.
Whether the follow-up is
successful or not, the placement
See Grads on Page 8
Queen
primaries
today
Primary elections are
today for Rose-Hulman's 1983
Homecoming Queen.
Students may vote in
Moench Hall near the mail-
boxes between 8:00 a.m. and
4:15 p.m. Pictures are posted
nearby.
Beautiful women from
eight campus organizations
are competing. Organizations
represented are Alpha Tau
Omega, Commuting Students
Organization, Delta Sigma
Phi, FIJI, Lambda Chi Alpha,
Sigma Nu, Student Activities
Board (off-Campus), and
Triangle.
Voters must pick three
candidates.
Final elections will be held
next Wednesday, Oct. 5, 1983.
For a picture and some
personal information on
each Queen candidate,
turn to page 5.
Cheerleaders
chosen
by Steve Ghera
"Let's Go Rose . . . Let's Go
Rose! "
This is one of the famous
cheers led by Rose-Hulman's
cheerleaders.
This year's squad is made up
of 14 enthusiastic men and
women. All seven gorgeous
cheerleaders are ISU students.
This year's cheerleaders are:
Sean O'Shaughnessey, cheer-
leader captain, a senior ME and
a member of Figi.
Carrie Brown, the girls'
captain, is a Phys. Ed. major,
with a minor in dance. Her
interests include cheerleading,
gymnastics and dance.
Olin Calvin, a senior Chem. E,
is the secretary for Theta Xi and
enjoys hiking and playing the
piano.
Tracy Morrison, a junior from
ISU, is a member of Gamma Phi
Beta and is majoring in
Elementary Ed.
Brian Herr is a junior Chem. E
who enjoys history.
Dave Cramer, who is a junior
EE and a member of Delta
Sigma Phi, likes bike riding and
getting involved in SAB.
Jo Ann Jacecukl, a sophomore,
is majoring in psychology and is
enjoying her first year as a
cheerleader for Rose.
(Soo "Lot's Go Rose"
Pogo 4)
Gary US Bonds will perform in
p.m. in the Shook Fieldhouse.
concert October 8 at 9:00
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FRANKLY SPEAKING
EDITORIAL
SGA who?
SGA does not stand for Society Golfers
Association. What SGA does stand for is the
right of students to change their environment
for the better.
Rose's Students Government Association is
not really an association for government. It is
a Student Congress encouraging open forum
discussion of the rights, regulations, policies
and privileges of students at Rose. The new
phone jacks in each residence hall room and
the transfer of Modulus from a student club to
faculty supervision are two examples where
real needs were met.
Several real needs exist at present. These
needs require student interest to change.
Student Congress is the best place to start.
Your part is voting. Elections for Student
Congress are today.
It matters whom you pick. The Student
Congress has responsibility. Each Congress
representative might serve on the traffic court
or help with student elections. Members can
contribute to constitution changes or manage
a budget committee. And Congress members
decide just how much money every club on
campus receives.
The Congress requires its members to be
objective and rational. Whimsical ideas are
not appropriate: practical ones are. For
example, a personal bathroom in each dorm
room is not reasonable, but expanded facilities
might be.
A choice of someone who listens to new
ideas from anyone is advantageous. With this
type of person, you can express your ideas.
Your representative will then represent vou.
That is how it should be. It hasn't been that
way in the past because people weren't
interested. Vote, if you want to make the
difference.
Low flying beams
If you can find any of the new SGA /Modulus,
THORN, or Lost and Found offices, you are
doing better than most.
Once you have found them, the real test is to
get to them without personal injury.
Steel beams five feet from the floor make
ducking a necessity. A bloodied face and near
knockout two weeks ago helped motivate
Buildings and Grounds to hang styrofoam
shields and red warning stickers last
Wednesday. The efforts are much
appreciated.
But several problems still exist with this
area.
Firstly, there are several major water leaks
in the vicinity of one of the office's electric
typewriters. Last week's thunderstorms may
have caused permanent damage to several
electrical conductors I i.e. typewriter
circuitry and human nerves.)
Secondly, the THORN is composed at night.
This means good lighting is a necessity. But it
doesn't mean there is good lighting in the
office. At present. two 150-watt bulbs light one
desk and one bookcase top. This leaves three
typewriters and a layout table with shadowy
light at best.
"Three blind editors' may soon be a THORN
feature.
Scholarship opportunity
New awards program
for summer research
in the humanities
The National Endowment for
the Humanities has announced a
new grants program for
individuals under 21 to carry out
their own non-credit humanities
research projects during the
summer of 1984. The Younger
Scholars Program will award up
to 100 grants nationally for out-
standing research and writing
projects in such fields as history,
philosophy and the study of
literature. The application dead-
line is November 15, 1983.
Award recipients will be
expected to work full-time for
nine weeks during the summer,
researching and writing a
humanities paper under the close
supervision of a humanities
scholar. This is not a financial
aid program. and no academic
credit should be sought for the
projects.
For a booklet of guidelines and
application instructions write to:
Younger Scholars Guidelines.
Room 426, The National Endow-
ment for the Humanities,
Washington, D.C. 20506.
Daffynitions
1 1
by John Rohlfing
Part one in a series of
three.
In an effort to help combat
illiteracy, this columnist has
concocted a list of words,
hoping to expand the vocab-
ulary of Rose students and
faculty.
abdication — reigned out.
1 1
ad nauseum — Pepto-
Bismol commercials.
brouhaha — beer joke.
chivalry — the attitude of a
man toward somebody else's
wife.
damnation — the Nether-
lands.
etiology — the study of
extra terrestials.
ArcAngel
Nothing new from heaven
The recent debut album by
ArcAngel did not exactly explode
onto the album charts upon its
release. And with good reason:
This album does not offer a new
approach or style. Nor does it
have any hits in the Top M.
Howeverit is still a fairly good
album.
Vote!! SGA elections are
today.
The election booth is next to
the homecoming queen booth.
Remember, student congress
represents the students on all
major issues on this campus.
Take the time to elect
someone you feel will
represent your interests well.
All students will be voting
based upon where they live so
your vote will make a big
difference.
This is the first time in
three years elections will be
needed. Only three Resident
Halls will not have elections.
(Speed, Mees and Blumberg).
Fraternities will have their
S.G.A.
News
by Joe Kunkel
elections on their own. so
fraternity members actually
living in houses will not be
eligible to vote. A list of
candidates is on page three.
Next week the Board of
managers will be meeting for
one of their quarterly
meetings. The only student
representatives will be Brad
Newman and myself. If you
have anything you feel the
Board should know. please
contact us.
A ride board will be set up
on the bulletin board across
the hall from Fiji lounge
(next to the auditorium). If
vou need a ride or a rider put
a note on the board.
characteristic of this album is its
high energy and rich sonic
quality. Although most of the
songs may have many different
keyboards and guitars
throughout, they never sound
cluttered with too many
instruments. Instead, the
listener hears clean and
powerful music, due to both
excellent musicianship and
engineering. This album
presents a smooth rock sound
that is enjoyable to listen to at a
loud volume.
The major weakness to this
album is the songwriting.
especially the lyrics. The lyrics
to a few of the songs are about as
old as the hills; with a couple
songs sounding almost like Air
Supply duplications. In general.
the songwriting is inconsistent.
ArcAngel seems to be stuck in
the middle between a 70's
progressive-formula rock band
and a commercial pop band.
ArcAngel has many fine
offerings as well as couple of
sub-par cuts. The best cut off the
album is "Stars." a song which
received some airplay this
summer, but was not
commercial enough to be Top 40
material.
Overall, ArcAngel shows some
promise of being a very good
rock band. and hopefully they
will choose to show more
creativity when they release a
second album.
— Robert Gollon
phil frank
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RHO
by Jim Grimshavy
The all-fraternity average
last quarter for grades was
2.800, compared to 2.912 for
the all-men's average. Sigma
Nu had the highest grades of
the fraternities for all three
quarters last year. Both
Sigma Nu and Alpha Tau
Omega were above all-men's
last quarter. The third
quarter grades for each
fraternity are listed below.
SN 3.025
ATO 2.916
LCA 2.825
PGD 2.799
DSP 2.567
TRI 2.535
TX 2.462
The informal rush parties
were well attended last
Friday night, the first night
for them. However, turnout
for Sunday's informals was
not as good. IFC has
suggested that if you were
unable to attend the
informals, but are still
interested in Rush, that you
make the fraternities under-
stand your intentions. If you
let them know your are still
interested, it will prevent any
unnecessary confusion at a
later date.
In fraternity news, Triangle
held a two-day workshop for
all actives, pledges and little
sisters before classes started
this quarter. Many things
were accomplished, including
defining some long range
goals. The Greybook,
Triangle's major service
project should come out Oct.
7, the Friday before home-
coming.
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NEWS BRIEFS
Farner attends ARA workshop
by Scott Mottonen
Mark Farner. manager of
ARA food services at Rose,
traveled to Boston last week
where he joined a "venture
team."
"Venture teams" are set up
by ARA to investigate
problems with the food
service and suggest ways in
which the problems might be
solved. Managers from all
over the country and from
various levels of management
make up these 9-10 member
teams. Mark's team was
assigned to study cash sale
operations, so they started at
ARA's largest cash operation
at Boston University.
The team will attempt to
come up with some new ideas
for cash sales which we may
see at Rose in the faculty
dining area and in the Worx.
ARA also provides catering
for special events on a cash
basis. Mark's teams will also
develop standards for the
catering service. These
standards will include such
things as using only linen
tablecloths and certain
grades of beef.
Some other things we can
expect to see at Rose in the
near future include new menu
boards, new uniforms for the
employees, and menu item
cards to identify the entrees.
Professors check out JANET
Last week. four Rose
professors studied a network
of personal computers on a
college campus.
Dr. Danner, Dr. Hogan, Dr.
Laxer and Dr. Stratton, on
Sept. 21. traveled to Waterloo.
Canada and investigated
Waterloo University's net-
work of IBM personal
computers. There they
learned about the benefits a
similar system would have if
installed at Rose.
JANET, or Just Another
NETwork, is a large number
of IBM PC's netted together.
Another IBM PC is used as a
controller. All the PCs share
a common 18 megabyte disk
eliminating the need for each
PC to have a disk drive. Each
PC has color graphics and
five different language inter-
preters.
The four professors are
part of a commission
appointed bv the President.
They are investigating how
microcomputers can be used
at Rose. In general, the four
were very impressed with
what they saw. However,
final recommendations are
still several months away.
Other options include
expanding the number of
large computers available.
One thing is certain: Rose
students will have more
computing power available to
them in the future.
Leipziger talks
by John Weis
Last Friday afternoon, Dr.
Stuart Leipziger, chairman of
the Gas Engineering Dept. at the
Institute of Gas Technology in
Chicago, gave a seminar on
engineering education. The
majority of the Chemical
Engineering staff at Rose and
several interested Rose students
attended.
Leipziger spent Friday on
campus conferring with staff
members and was interviewed
for the Chem E staff position
vacated last summer by Dr. Tom
Hanley.
Leipziger holds degrees from
the University of Illinois and the
Illinois Institute of Technology.
He has spent the last ten years
teaching at IIT and doing
research at IGT.
During his lecture, Dr.
Leipziger said that his primary
goal as an educator was to
"create an environment for
learning" and his main job is to
motivate students. He divided
his talk into three areas: his
experiences as a student of
engineering. an educator in
research, and as an educator in
the classroom. Hi1/4underlying
point was that teaching should be
"an effective interactive
process" where neither the
teacher nor the student would be
a detached observer.
Leipziger recalled his days
as a student. He mentioned one
teacher in particular, Dr. Ralph
Peck, the former Chemical
Engineering department
chairman at IIT. While
Leipziger said that Peck's
methods made the student learn
(these methods included daily
quizzes), Leipziger rejects
those methods in his teaching
philosophy because they "place
the burden on the students to
develop skills and confidence to
solve engineering problems."
To show his methods of
teaching, Leipziger presented
excerpts of a senior level course
he taught entitled "Energy
Conservation Principles" at IIT.
The excerpt dealt primaarily
Faculty Spotlight
Gutziers joins math faculty
by Darwin Garrison
The newest professor to join
the Rose-Hulman math depart-
ment is Dr. Anton Gutziers.
Gutziers, a native of the Nether-
lands spent six months engaged
in research at the University of
Illinois and then taught at John
Caro11 University in Cleveland
before coming to Rose. Gutziers
also found the move to Terre
Haute attractive because it
promised to allow him "To
return to a more technical
environment," which is a great
draw to a man with a degree in
practical math who has been
doing only research and teaching
at liberal arts colleges for six
and one-half years.
The energetic. twenty-eight
year old mathematician earned
his doctorate after spending four
years as an assistant professor
at the Delft University of
Technology. in Delft, the Nether-
lands. The result of his research
into the application of asymp-
totics to real numbers is the
paper, Asymptotic Behavior of
Numbers.
Dr. Leipziger
with the topic of gas liquefica-
tion processes.
For the third topic, Leipziger
discussed four research areas of
interest to him. The first, the
study of vapor-liquid equilibrium
for mixtures of natural gas and
nitrogen or carbon dioxide, was
inspired by fuel industry
concerns. The area dealt with
temperatures around -250 to -260
degrees F.
The second area interested
Leipziger because of emphasis
on synthetic fuels, namely coal
conversion, five years ago at
IGT. The area was the study of
vapor-liquid-liquid equilibrium.
The third research area was
thermodynamic analysis of
processes. Leipziger became
interested because he felt that
Chem E seniors were not being
adequately prepared in under-
standing process thermo-
dynamics. With a better back-
ground in this topic, Leipziger
hoped that design modifications
made by engineers would lead to
reduced operating costs.
The fourth and latest research
interest Leipziger presented was
that of vent and chimney
systems.
"One thing I have discovered
at Rose." says Dr. Gutziers, "is
that the students, they are very
good. It is an opportunity for me
to give the students applications
from engineering or applications
from physics and the students
keep up with that and enjoy it —
unlike liberal arts colleges."
Gutziers believes that liberal
arts colleges are good for a
broad spectrum education, but at
Rose students apply what they
have learned every day.
Hopefully. Dr. Gutziers will be
able to settle down in Terre
Haute, eventually gain U.S.
citizenship, and remain as an in-
tegral part of Rose-Hulman for
many years to come.
Bob Mattingly photo
Dr. Gutziers
SGA candidates
The four members are:
Walter Engler
Tim Eubank
John Christos
Eric Crampton
Anthony Gilkison
R. Scott Haney
Andrew Jones
Derin Bluhm
Jack Gulick
Bill Cox
Da rrin Davidson
Darrel Hancock
Chris Granat
Doug Hanson
The six members are:
Doug Byrer
Mark Callahan
The four members are:
Adam Bliven
Keith Bloomer
Scott Nichelson
John Meeserschmidt
Neil Brown
Mark Sieracke
Keith McConnell
Cameron Erekson
Robert Fessenden
Franz Lieder
Greg Jones
Blumberg ( No Elections)
BSB (Seven will be Elected)
Mike Kavanaugh
James Kweeder
Darin Moody
Ron Neumeyer
David Patterson
Deming (Six will be Elected)
Charles E. Johnson
Dan Kieffner
John Rumberg
Sharpenberg (Four will be Elected)
Edward Olin
Ted Poulos
Apartments (Three will be Elected)
Bill Lorenz
Mike Mart
Speed (No Elections)
Mitch Day
John Rhoades
Mees (No Elections)
Commuters (Twenty-one will be E
Jeff Etall
Tim Beer
C. David Fisher
Bob Schaefer
Drew Karnick
Camon Richards
Brad Brinker
Roger Vandersnick
Robert Thompson
Jeff Gilbert
Tom Sliwa
Duane Reinholt
Greg Schiefelbein
Steven Showalter
Allen Stare
Chip Stein
James Skinner
Phill Thomas
Phil Shook
Mike Steele
Vincent Vena
Scott Oblander
Chris Zickmund
Brett Schumann
Robert Werner
Dennis Ison
Timothy Turner
lected)
Harlan J. Appleget
Cliff Schellenger
Scott McCan
Roger Berkowita
Keith Kemp
Patrick Meharry
Michael Hines
Kurt Staiger
Bernie Weir
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Above Cadet LtC Bob Barnes talks with his mother after receiving an ROTC saber at the
change of command Thursday, Sept. 22, 1983.
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Jennifer Sandlin
The men of Alpha Tau Omega
are proud to present Miss
Jennifer Sandlin as their 1983
Homecoming Queen candidate.
Jennifer, a Terre Haute
native. is a sophomore at Indiana
State University. majoring in
psychology. A member of Chi
Omega Sorority, she was on the
champion CHI-0 trike team of
1982. This past season she served
as a counselor for fall rush at
I.S.U. Away from the classroom,
Jennifer works in the microfilm
department at the I.S.U.
library. She is active in Big
Brother/Big Sister. and models
for Meis Department Store. Her
other interests include cooking,
jogging, aerobics, and water-
skiing.
Vital Statistics: 5'5", 112 lbs..
blue eves, blonde hair.
Lisa Lockman
The Commuting Students
Organization is proud to present
Lisa Lockman as its 1983 Home-
coming Queen candidate.
Lisa, from Terre Haute, is a
senior at Indiana University,
majoring in fine arts studio. She
is a member of Delta Zeta
Sorority and chairman of
Philanthropy. She is interested
in jewelry design and stained
glass.
Lisa hopes to own a stained
glass studio. where she can teach
classes and do custom work.
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Bobbie Jo Pfaff
The men of Delta Sigma Phi
proudly present their Home-
coming Queen candidate for
1983, Miss Bobbi Jo Pfaff.
Bobbi is from Logansport,
Ind., and is a sophomore at
Indiana State University. Bobbi
is majoring in radio, television,
and film broadcasting and
minoring in theater. Her
activities reflect her studies, as
she is active in radio broadcast-
ing and has participated in
several theatrical productions at
I.S.U. She is also a member of
Chi Omega Sorority.
Bobbi's future plans include
working as a television anchor-
person and marriage. Bobbi
would appreciate your vote and
would be honored to be your
Homecoming Queen.
Vital Statistics: 5'7", green
eyes, auburn hair.
Susan Cox
The men of FIJI are proud to
announce Susan Cox as their
candidate for 1983 Homecoming
Queen.
Sue. from Elmhurst, Ill., is a
senior at Saint Mary-of-the-
Woods College, majoring in
marketing. She served as a Ptii
Gamma Nu pledge trainer and
"1840- snack bar co-manager.
She is in the Presidential Corps
as official hostess for college
functions, and is an intern at the
data processing center at SMW.
Vital Statistics: 5'7", 120 lbs.,
green eyes, auburn hair.
She plans a career in
marketing and hopes to put her
computer skills to use.
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Leslie Reed
The men of Lambda Chi Alpha
proudly present Miss Leslie
Reed as their 1983 Homecoming
Queen Candidate.
Leslie hails from Covington,
Ind. and is presently a
sophomore at Indiana State
University where she is
majoring in Radio and TV.
Leslie wants to become a news
or sportscaster.
In high school, Leslie had roles
in two drama productions and
played flute in the marching
band. She was also a cheer-
leader. Now she enjoys baseball,
playing softball, and posing as
Miss September on the Lambda
Chi Alpha Calendar.
Jami Pell
The men of the Student Ac-
tivities Board (Off Campus) are
proud to present Miss Jami Pell
as their Homecoming Queen Can-
didate for 1983.
Jami, from Brazil, Indiana, is
a freshman at Indiana State
University. She is majoring in
Graphic Design and minoring in
Mathematics. Jami has received
awards in Geometry and Art, and
is listed in Distinguished
American High School Students.
Jami enjoys painting for
businessmen, swimming, sew-
ing, and spending time with
friends. She hopes to "either
become a graphic designer or
take the domestic role."
Lianna Gillespie
The men of Sigma Nu are
proud to announce that Miss
Lianna Gillespie is their 1983
Homecoming Candidate.
Lianna is from Rockville,
Indiana, and attends the Indiana
State University School of
Nursing. Lianna will graduate
this fall and hopes to further her
education in intensive care
\
nursing and acquire a career in
medical technology.
Lianna is a university honors
student. She enjoys activities
like water skiing, swimming,
canoeing, and just being
outdoors.
Vital Statistics: 5'10", 120 lbs.,
brunette, green eves.
Irma Ruiz
The men of Triangle Frat-
ernity are proud to announce
Irma Ruiz as their 1983 Home-
coming Queen candidate.
Irma is a sophomore at Indiana
State University, majoring in
Radio/TV/Film and minoring in
Graphic Design. Irma is a Resi-
dent Assistant on sixth floor
Mills Hall, but this doesn't keep
her from being involved with the
Terre Haute community. A
.40.0
-
former Sparkette, she is an
anchorwoman/writer for campus
radio station WISU, as well as
religious affairs director at St.
Joe's Catholic Church. Her in-
terests include sports of all
kinds, dancing, painting, and
meeting new people.
Vital Statistics: 5'6", 115 lbs.,
blonde hair, blue eyes.
Vital Statistics: dark brown
hair, brown eyes.
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Fine Arts Series
Rose-Hulman's Fine Arts
Series for the 1983-1984 academic
year includes performances in
the art of puppetry as well as
piano, theatre organ at the
movies, vocal, and other
instrumental recitals.
The series opened last
Thursday with an evening at the
cinema featuring Dennis James
at the theatre organ and silent
movies from the Era of Film:
the 1920s. All performances are
free to Rose students, $1.50 for
other students, and $3.00 for
adults. The performances begin
at 7:30 p.m. in the Moench Hall
auditorium. The series is
planned by Rose's Committee
for the Visual and Performing
Arts. It is headed by Chemistry
Professor Benjamin Benjami-
nov, and exists to bring a wide
range of cultural presentations to
the Rose campus each year.
Other Programs in this year's
series include a return engage-
ment by the National Opera
Company Tuesday, 18 October.
The Company will perform
"Cosi Fan Tutte" by W. A.
Mozart. Also, Ed Metzger will
portray "Albert Einstein: • The
Practical Bohemian" on the
evening of Tuesday, 1
It's that time of year again.
It starts getting chilly at night:
green leaves begin to turn dull;
Monday night football takes
precedence over homework:
and. of course. Rose frosh are
busy early Saturday mornings
November.
The Kevin Mitchael Puppets
will bring an interesting show to
the Rose-Hulman stage Friday.
16 December. Kevin and his
puppeteers create characters
that bring down the house with
laughter and applause —
characters like Barbra Streisand
and Liza Minelli. "The Littlest
Angel" is an extraordinary
special.
Claude Cvmmerman.
associate professor of piano at
neighboring DePauw University
and a noted pianist, will give a
recital the evening of 18
January. Born in Metz, France,
he gave his first recital at nine
years of age and was winner of
the Grand Prize at the Indiana
Piano Competition in Paris in
1971
hauling railroad ties.
National Guard trucks in the
I.M. fields. with a couple of
dozen grungv looking boys riding
on top. are a sure sign that
Homecoming 1983 is not far
away.
The evening of 22 March will
be dedicated to the 150th
anniversary of Johannes
Brahms. "Brahms and Clara
Schumann" features Robert
Guralnik on the piano and Sandra
Jennings. a soprano, as Clara.
The final program for this
school year will be a recital by
the Woodwind Quintet of Indiana
State University. Organized in
1967, the present players have
been together since 1971. Each is
a member of the Terre Haute
Symphony.
In addition. the Rose Drama
Club will present Shakespeare's
"Taming of the Shrew" on 27. 2,8
and 29 October and "Damn
Yankees." the Tony Award
winning musical by Richard
Adler and Jerry Ross on 27 and
28 April and 4 and 5 May 1934.
Uerek Anderson photo
Be looking for stories on all the
homecoming preparations in the
Thorn's homecoming issue, Oct.
7. Your editors will.
Nuclear
Engineers
EARN OVER $1,000 A MONTH
AND OPEN TIIE DOOR TO A
TOI' F:NGINEERING FUTURE
How many corporations would be
willing to pay you $1,000 a month
during your junior and senior
years just so you'd join the com-
pany after graduation? Under a
special Navy program we're do-
ing just that. It's called the
Nuclear Propulsion Officer Can-
didate-College Program. And un-
der it, you'll not only get great
pay during your junior and senior
years, but after graduation you'll
receive a year of valuable
graduate-level training that is not
available from any other
employer.
If you are a sophomore, junior or
senior with a grade point average
of 3.0 and majoring in math.
engineering or physical sciences,
find out more today. Let your
career pay off while still in
college.
For more information, call the Naval
Management Program Officer toll
free at: 1-800-382-9782. Navy rep. will
be on campus Oct. 14.
Derek Anderson photo
Dennis James explains/describes his first act at the first
Fine Arts Presentation this year.
Let's Go Rose
(cont. from Page 1)
Chris Trapp is a sophomore
Chem. E and a member of ATO.
He likes sports and water skiing.
Cindy Langston. a sophomore
majoring in fashion mer-
chandising, likes biking and
jogging.
Stacy Hedges, a civic
education major. wants to be a
flight attendant. Her interests
are cheerleading, gymnastics,
and swimming.
FRESHMEN
.10
This coupon good tor
10% OFF
Your favorite elephant limb
Cali 555-SOPH for more information
A Page 9 Production
Jenny Varga is a junior who is
majoring in marketing and
enjoys tennis and volleyball.
Jackie Luedermilk is a
sophomore majoring in special
merchandising, and enjoys
modeling and water skiing.
Todd Troutman is a sophomore
EE and a member of Lambda
Chi Alpha. His interests are
water skiing and haying fun.
Tim Meckstroth, a sophomore
ME is a member of Sigma Nu
and enjoys sports.
Sophomores
This coupon good tor
one railroad tie
- 
Redeem at the
Practice Football Field
A Page production
RCF activities explained
by Lee Bechham
Rose Christian Fellowship
(RCF) is a group of students on
the Rose-Hulman campus who
have decided to serve Jesus
Christ as their Lord and Savior.
RCF is affiliated with a national
organization. Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship, which is
also affiliated with the Inter-
national Fellowship of
Evangelical Students.
Below is a short description of
the various aspects of RCF.
Chapter Meetings ( large
group — weekly meetings of all
members for a time of singing,
prayer, and fellowship. There is
also a speaker or Bible study.
Action Group Meetings ( small
group ) — A small group meets
once or twice a week within the
residence halls. There are also
action groups for off-campus and
married students. Action groups
meet for sharing, prayer, and
Bible study. and often do
volunteer work in the
community.
"Clatters" — weekly news-
letter containing inspirational
articles and announcements
Drop a note in Box 778 to get on
the mailing list.
Executive Council (exec) —
the seven stuents who provide
leadership for the group. Current
officers are: Eric Carlsgard,
overseer; Harry Makridakis.
large group deacon; Jim
Nicholson, missions deacon;
Duane Green. evangelism
deacon; Bill Seyfried and Jim
Jacobs. small group deacons;
Lee Bechham. communications
deacon.
Missions projects — Efforts by
the group as a whole to reach out
in the Love of Christ to others.
Examples include the trip by
some members to Panama over
the 1982 spring break to build a
church. and raising support to
send Brian Watkins and John
Dufek overseas for missions
work this past summer.
RC F is a many-faceted
organization. We welcome all
who are interested in RCF and
what we stand for to come to our
meetings or talk to our
members.
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Soccer players kick their way through practice and prepare
for their first home game this Sunday.
DePauw thwarts offense
by Bill Lorenz
The Rose-Hulman football
team dropped their second
straight contest of the season to
the DePauw Tigers by a score of
28-7. The loss in Greencastle last
Saturday evened the Engineers'
record at 2-2, while DePauw
increased their record to 3-1 and
upped their home winning streak
to 17 games.
Rose had the first serious
scoring threat of the game when
Joe Rauch picked off his first
of three interceptions deep in
the Tigers' end. When Rose was
unable to advance the football
for a first down they sent in
sophomore place kicker Vern
Vannostran to attempt a 35 yard
field goal. Vannostran's kick was
wide to the left and the game
remained scoreless.
With 1:50 left in the first
quarter, the DePauw Tigers
drew first blood with a 5 yard
touchdown pass. The Tigers
increased their lead to 14-0 in the
second quarter with a 2,8 yard
touchdown run.
The Rose Engineers cut the
lead in half with a touchdoi,vn by
the defensive unit right before
the half. A strong rush by junior
nose guard Keith McConnell
forced the DePauw quarterback
to release a bad pass which was
intercepted by the Engineers'
Jack Grote. Grote returned it 55
yards for Rose's only score.
The Rose-Hulman defense was
the highlight on the Engineers'
side. In the second half, the only
points they allowed came on a
pair of scoring drives of less than
10 yards each. The defense also
had a total of five interceptions
and one fumble recovery.
Defensive end Ron Savoia led the
Engineers with 15 total tackles
against DePauw.
On the offensive side, Rose
was held to a total of 6 first
downs for the game. The
majority of Rose-Hulman's
offense came from the pass as
quarterbacks Mike Trench,
Duncan Gilmore, and Larry
Greene passed the ball for 117
yards. On the receiving end,
senior Chris Dezelan pulled in 6
passes for a total of 60 yards
while senior tight end Mark
Kaiser caught 5 passes for 28
yards.
After the game Coach Bob
Thompson had these comments:
"Their defensive line controlled
the line of scrimmage and that
really was the difference in the
game. It's not too often that you
see a team give up the ball six
times and still win by three
touchdowns. It was disappointing
that we could only score once off
of those turnovers, but we knew
going into the game that they
had an awfully good defense and
we would have our work cut out
for us. I was pretty pleased with
the job our defense did, but we
still have some work to do."
I Football spotlightCatching Ka !seri
PR photo
Mark Kaiser
Any football coach will
undoubtedly describe the ideal
tight end as a player who catches
and blocks well and has good
speed. Rose-Hulman just may
have that ideal tight end in
senior Mark Kaiser.
Kaiser, a 6-4, 215-pounder, has
a fine pair of hands, as evidenced
by his 10 receptions this year,
which ranks as second best on
the team. The Harper Woods,
Michigan native also is an
important factor in the Engineer
rushing game making key blocks
to spring the tailback loose on
off-tackle plays.
Rose-Hulman offensive
coordinator Randy Dickens is
more than pleased to have
Kaiser back for his final
campaign.
"He's as good a tight end as
you will find at a Division III
school," said Dickens. "Mark
has really good hands, above
average speed and does a good
job blocking. He's really an
integral part of our offense."
After playing wide receiver his
first two years for the
Engineers, Kaiser came into his
own last season when he made
the move to tight end. He ranked
second on the team with 20
receptions for 225 yards and was
named an honorable mention all-
College Athletic Conference
selection.
Kaiser believes his off-season
weight training program has
aided immensely in his improve-
ment. He found it impossible to
work out on the weights through-
out high school and his first two
seasons at Rose-Hulman because
he had been involved in sports
the entire year. But he gave up
summer baseball two years ago
and began hitting the weights.
"I've gained 25 pounds just
since last season and I think it
has really helped me," he said.
"I feel a lot more comfortable
out there and feel like I'm
contributing more to the team."
"His weight training has
helped him become more
physical," said Dickens. "And
now he has become a complete
player. He always had good
Thornd Sports
 •
Engineers travel to Prinicipia
Rose-Hulman Institue of Tech-
nology will try to break a two-
game losing streak Saturday
when it travels to College
Athletic Conference rival
Principia College. The
Engineers are 1-0 in C.A.C. play
and stand one-half game behind
league-leading Sewanee
(University of the South), which
is 2-0. Principia dropped a 31-19
conference game at Sewanee
last Saturday.
This will be the 39th meeting
between the • two schools, and
Principia holds a 20-17-1
advantage.
•Last year. Principia came
back from a 10-0 halftime deficit
and scored 22 second-half points
to capture a 22-17 win at Rose-
Hulman.
Coach Thompson commented
about the Principia contest:
"This is a big, big conference
game for us and will be quite a
test for the kids after our two
losses. The key for us this week
will be to get good field position
for our offense. So that means
the defense and the kicking game
are going to be awfully
important. Our defense will have
to shut down their power running
game and stop their quarter-
back. Their quarterback hurt us
last year because he has the
ability to run and pass."
Rose runs at DePauw
by Eric Schneckloth
Rose-Hulman's cross country
squad sent two teams to the
DePauw Invitational last
Saturday and finished third and
sixth in the eight team race. The
team results were as follows:
(1) Marryville 27, (2) Butler 31,
(3) Rose-Hulman A 33, ( 4)
Indiana Central 41, (5) Wabash
48, (6 ) Rose-Hulman B 73, (7 )
DePauw 83, (8) Earlham 113.
Each team had three runners
in each of three distances: three
miles, four miles, and five miles.
The top two runners of each
team at each distance scored.
The six scores for a team were
then tallied to give the final
result.
Rose's A team was paced by
Rich Leonard, Grey Gibson, and
Kyle Hayes. The B team was led
by Kurt Hills, Gene LeBeouf,
and Carl Czernik.
Coach Welch said that the
team's best runners in each
distance did well, but the
number two runners dropped
back a bit. He added that even
though Marryville had a group of
runners, Rose was never out of
I contention in the meet.
The Engineers were nipped by
Butler, but got revenge on
Wabash for an earlier loss. Rose
was edged out by the Little
Giants in a dual meet earlier in
this season. Rose and Butler
have a good competition going
this year. Each team has
finished in front of the other in
previous meets.
Coach Welch commented on
that "if we get more consistency
among all runners, with
everyone competitive on a given
day, we could be hard to beat."
The coming Saturday Rose
will send one team to Hanover
and another to Danville, Illinois.
Results of Rose rtmners:
Five mile: (2) Kyle Hayes -
2,5:54, (11) Kyle Farmer - 27:06,
(12) Carl Czernik - 27:07, (13)
Roger Huskovich - 27:27, (15)
Bill Bardy - 28:10.
hands, but now he has become a
fine blocker, too. He has more
confidence in himself, too."
Kaiser's confidence also shows
on the field as well. As a senior,
he is one of the Engineers'
leaders and he seems to enjoy
that role.
"I try to lead more by example
than anything," he said. "The
seniors are always looked up to
here, especially by the
freshmen. If I'm not hustling in
practice and not pushing myself
they might see it and think it's
all right. So I try to give 100
percent all the time and hope
that it gets contagious."
The football field is not the
only place Kaiser is an all-
around performer. He maintains
a 3.00 grade-point ratio in elec-
trical engineering and is an
officer of the campus' Sigma Nu
fraternity. Kaiser also is one of
the ace pitchers on the Engineer
baseball team. Last year he
posted a 4-4 record and had a fine
2.73 earned run average.
Four mile: (2) Greg Gibson -
20: 18, (8) Lee Beckham - 21:09,
(13) Gene LeBeouf : 21:38, (14)
Scott Orr - 21:41, (16) Dean Kunz
- 22:26.
Three mile: (2) Rich Leonard -
15: 19, (8) Bryan Millard - 15:53,
(9) Kurt Kelso - 16:02, (12) Chris
Gass - 16:20. (13) Tracy Houpet -
16 : 32, (17 1 Todd Lozier 17:14.
IM Sports
Round-Up
Rose's Intramural season kicked off last week with I.M. Foot-
ball games. The remainder of the Intramural Schedule is as
follows •
Oct. 18
Oct. 24
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 8
Nov. 11
Nov 19
Athletic Managers' Meeting
Racquetball Tournament Sign-up
Racquetball Tournament Begins
Cross Country Meet
Athletic Managers' Meeting
Basketball, Bowling & Volleyball
Teams Due
Final Exams Begin
7:00
4:30
This is
no cheap
pizza.
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Oh, sure, we could cut
down on the size, use
artificial cheese, skimp
on the items and then sell
it two for one. But we
just don't believe in doing
business that way.
For over 20 years, we've
been making the best
pizza we know how, and
we've been delivering it
free, in 30 minutes or less.
Call us, tonight.
Drivers carry under $20.
(D ©1982 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
$2.00 off any 18"
2-item or more pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 12-31-83
Fast, Free Delivery
927 Wabash
Phone: 232-8133
2600 Wabash
K-Mart Plaza
Phone: 234-4940
Limited delivery area
26229 / 2530
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Grads
Continued from pg. 1
office will continue to supply
industry with updated data
sheets of unplaced grads. Until
this year, this has been the only
method Rose has used to place
grads who haven't been offered
lobs immediately following
commencement.
To Sisson's knowledge, this
type of seminar has not been
offered at any other campus.
Sisson mentioned that the
outlook for 1984 graduates is
brighter than that for last
year's. Companies are moving
interviews from October and
November hack to January,
when they feel economic
conditions will allow for more
openings.
Sisson expressed the concern
and involvement of the place-
ment office: "The people of the
placement office, Mrs. Hill and
myself, will not rest until each of
those who are aggressively
seeking employment are
successfully placed."
MUSICIANS WANTED —
Monthly "upstairs Coffee
House" resumes October.
Need solo or group
performers. Folk, rock, or
jazz. Contact Jack Diel,
United Ministries Center,
232-0186.
SPECIAL BUSINESS OP-
PORTUNITY — The THORN
needs aggressive ad salesmen
and pays 10% commission.
PHOTOGRAPHERS: For
each picture printed in the
THORN you receive $2. Film
is free. Contact box 130 or
stop by the office Mondays, 7
p.m. to 12 midnight.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY —
EARN $500 OR MORE EACH
SCHOOL YEAR. FLEXIBLE
HOURS. MONTHLY PAY-
MENT FOR PLACING POST-
ERS ON CAMPUS. BONUS
BASED ON RESULTS. PRIZES
AWARDED AS WELL. 800-526-
°883.
• •:•.•
•:•:.
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LOCATIONS
„
PIZZA - SICILIAN PIZZA
SANDWICHES - SPAGHETTI
SALADS - BEER & WINE s
JUMBO 747 (20 INCH)
ONE OF THE LARGEST PIZZAS
IN TOWN
10-12-14
INCH PIZZA
MON. - THURS. -
4 P.M. - 11 P.M.
FRI. & SAT. 4 P.M. - 1 A.M.
(NORTH STORE
CLOSES AT 12)
SUN. 4 P.M. - 11 P.M.
EAST
232-0633 - 232-7570
2940 WABASH AV - NEAR STADIUM
NORTH
466-9645
3129 LAFAYETTE AVE N -TERRE HAUTE
ACROSS FROM NORTH DRIVE IN
$1.00 off a JUMBO (20") 747
$ .50 off a large (14") pizza
(expires Oct. 8, 1983)
The largest selection
of hard aluminum
MEASURING TOOLS
in the country!
AIFIG ATE
STRAIGHT EDGES/T-SQUARES
METRIC RULES/L-SQUARES
CENTERING RULES
TRIANGLES/CURVE STICKS
INKING RULES
and many others ...
SEE THEM AT YOUR BOOKSTORE
or SENO FOR CATALOG
FAIRGATE
RULE CO., INC.
22 Adams Ave.
P.O. Box 278
COLO SPRING. N.Y
U S.A. 10516
0 0 ' 1 ' '
Cr IL OL 11"1 al ;I el GI II CI0 0
CLASSIFIED:
Need a ride home? Have something to sell?
Thornies Is for you!
Thornies is a new business oriented, classified ad section. To run an add, simply
clip out the coupon below and return it to us. Please use the clearest possible
language. We reserve the right to refuse an advertisement on the basis of quality.
"Aocktas
Prices: First 10 words
11 lo 15 words
16 lo 20 words
21 to 23 words
26 lo 30 words
111.06
S1.25
S1.50 I
S1.75 I
S2.00
Name 
Box  Date of issue 
Advertisement (Please Print):
Please return, with payment, to Box 130 the Friday before publication.
ELECTRICALENGINEERS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS;
PHYSICISTS
Judge the patentability of scientific and engineering
discoveries made by R & D engineers, inventors
and scientists world-wide as a
PATENT EXAMINER
in Washington, D.C.
The Patent and Trademark Office has
unique career opportunities offering
• Challenge and responsibility
• Career growth
• Outstanding career Federal Government
service benefits
For more information about your career
as a Patent Examiner contact:
Manager, College Relations
Office of Personnel
Patent and Trademark Office
Washington, D.C. 20231
Call toll-free 800-368-3064
(703) 557-3631 (Collect in VA)
An Equal Opportunity Employer m/1
U.S. Citizenship Required
a job, a career, a future . . .
The telecommunications industry is growing at a record
pace. Spiraling transportation costs and the dissolu-
tion of the traditional boundaries between voice and
data technologies are two of the factors responsible
for that growth. To keep pace with the industry, Tellabs
is expanding its Engineering staff.
Tellabs is one of the leading independent suppliers of
equipment to the telecommunications industry. If you
are a graduating engineer who is interested in design-
ing state-of-the-art voice and data communications
products — products like our digital echo canceller,
statistical multiplexers, and microprocessor-controlled
selective signaling systems, we have a place for you.
On October 3, 1983, our representatives will conduct
interviews and tell you about our excellent starting
salaries, cash profit sharing, comprehensive health
insurance package, and full tuition reimbursement
program. Sign up through your campus Engineering
Placement Office. If you happen to miss us, you may
send your resume directly to Tellabs, attention Mr.
Bob Pastiak.
rietellabs
Tellabs, Inc.
4951 Indiana Avenue
Lisle, Illinois 60532
(312) 969-8800
